
Appendix 1: Other appointments (members of teaching staff) 

 

1. Appointments under the job structure for the Bachelor of Engineering programmes and 

Global Business Engineering/Export Engineering programmes 

NOTE: Special terms of employment and qualification requirements have been established for the assistant 

professorship (eng.), which in principle is a permanent position. Before the end of the third year of 

employment as assistant professor, the assistant professor must be assessed with a view to transferring to 

tenure as associate professor. Following a positive assessment, the associate professorship will not have to 

be advertised, as the assistant professor transitions to tenure as associate professor. 

An extension of up to two years is possible following a new assessment. If the outcome of this assessment is 

negative, the assistant professor must resign from his/her position with a notice in accordance with the 

collective agreements. 

 

Upon advertising a assistant professorship, an agreement is made on the composition of the assessment 

committee, including whether this should comprise external and possibly international members. 

 

An assessment committee in charge of assessing a candidate transferring to tenure as associate professor 

should, as a rule, consist of two external members from outside Aarhus University. 

 

At the Department of Business Development and Technology, it will also be possible to appoint associate 

professors and senior professors of engineering (salary frame 37) under the job structure for the Bachelor of 

Engineering programme and the Global Management and Manufacturing programme. 

 

2. Appointments as teaching assistant professor (and teaching associate professor) 

Teaching assistant professorships and teaching associate professorships may only be advertised in 

exceptional cases, and only following a substantiated recommendation, which must be submitted to the vice-

dean. 

 

As a rule, the assessment committee in charge of assessing assistant/associate professorships must consist of 

three members, two of whom must be from outside AU. Whether the committee should also include 

international members depends on the specific job description. 

 


